
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not
an act, but a habit.

Aristotle

One year can be easily split into half. Soccer season, and waiting for soccer season.
The mud hasn’t even dried on our boots yet, but already every one of us here at One
Ball is excitedly waiting to see you all again for for the next lot of rounds.

Over 200 of you riled up from all corners of Melbourne to show your support for us on
our final game/ activity day in October. The kids got to let loose on the pitch with
admirable consistent support for one another during both gameplay and after
celebrations. You parents got to put your shoulders to the test in spartan effort
games of tug a war and be part of a truly wholesome event.



Our team gathered to reflect upon this incredibly memorable (for all the right reasons)
year, and took time to absorb every detail of your feedback, to which we were both
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shocked and humbled to learn that a whopping 63% of you chose One Ball as your
families first ever sporting club

We’ll keep our coaches on for next year ;)

The chart below just filled us with joy. We are so grateful to each and every one of
you for allowing us to coach these kids with skills beyond the soccer ball. Our style of
coaching places a heavy focus on each individual’s core character strengths. By
doing this, they gain confidence and surety towards their limitless capabilities, which
then translates into the game and into their personal lives.

One parent said; “I wish it was around when Ethan was younger. This is how
sporting teams should be run. Where every child is considered special and
important regardless of the skill level they have.”



It’s nice to see the numbers but it’s even more nice to hear the reason behind the
vote. One parent commented; “Yes, he loves it! He’s never been apart of a team
before and I think this excites him the most. He has made a few friends now
and always asks about going to one ball during the week”

Another mentioned; “It allowed him to play at his skill level and with his friends.
Coaches were fantastically supportive focussing on the development of the
whole child, not just sporting ability”

With some final support for the below graph another parent said; “My child enjoys
the program and does not feel the pressure he has with other sporting
programs. He feels comfortable with the coaches and the other children.”

Once again we couldn’t thank our team, sponsors and supporters enough for all of
the heart and soul that you pour into One Ball and help make all of this happen.



This season has finally come to a wrap! We couldn’t be more excited about the next
time we get to see each other again. For now, by staying human, we remain
connected. Enjoy the highlights from our awards ceremony and take care, eat lots,
train hard, train your mind harder, let loose, forgive, grow and share all of the love and
compassion that you have in you to the world until we meet again.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity that you have given both to us, and the
young ones. Have a fantastic summer!
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